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Brubeck Quartet Prontises
Exciting Jazz Perfor1nance
DA VE BRUBECK, leader of the internationally
famo us Dave Brubeck quartet, will bring his awaid
winning jazz group to the Lawrence chapel at 8 :1 5
p .m. Thursday, May 20 , to present
a concert in the pattern of the
memorable "Carnegie Hall" pro--')g,r am recorded by Columbia.
. Choosing from a varied repertoire that reaches back -into the
r oots of jazz and .projects into the
future, Brubeck and his gifted
associates, Paul Desmond (alto
sax), Joe Morello (drums ) and
Eugene Wright (bass ) will improvise on a few such standards as
Duke Ellington's "A Train" but
will devote most of the evening to
new compositions by the pianist
a nd other quartet members.
* * *
'l'HE Dave Brubeck quartet has
won almost every national and
international award in jazz. Their
leader is a serious, energetic m an
of 45, who enjoys his work as composer-pianist-leader and is unabashedly proud of the achievements of his musical team, singly
and collectively.
"The quartet is a sensitive, fine
and varied instrument. When we
are playing our best, four men
function as one musical mind the sum is greater than eaeh of its
parts because the immeasurable
ingredient of inspiration has been
added."
Brubeck, who can speak almost
mystically about his jazz experience, is also a realist and many
who have followed the quartet
over its 14-year history believe
that the quartet owes as much to
bis practical leadership as to his
creative imagination. Testimony
to the latter are over 200 original
songs, 46 record albums , a ballet,
a concerto for jazz combo and
symphony orchestra, a TV score
and a jazz musical.
HIS practical leadership is evidenced in the fact that since the
Dave Brubeck quartet was ack-

nowledged the top jazz group in
1953, it has remained in the fore-

front while other groups have
come and gone. Out of such stability comes an unparalleled
"group feeling."
Brubeck graduated from the
University of the Pacific in Stockton, California, in 1942. In 1961
he returned to that institution to
re.ceive an honorary doctorate in
recognition of musical and humani.farian contributions.
After serving in the Infantry
overseas during World War II,
Brubeck returned to California to
study with F rench composer, Darius Milhaud, who was in residence
at Mills college. Dave' s older
brother Howard, who has collaborated with Dave in such orchestral works as " Brandenburg Gate:
Revisited" and " Dialogue for Jazz
Combo and Orchestra," was Milhaud's assistant at that time.

* • •
DURING his student days, Brubeck organized the Dave Brubeck
octet. Among its members, several of whom have been recognized since as composers and performers, was alto saxophonist
Paul Desmond who has been Brubeck's musical partner in the
quartet since 1951.
Brubeck's attention in recent
years ha<5 concentrated more and
more on composition especially in
the use of complex tone signatures, and he always has several
projects going simultaneously.
However, he confesses there is
no substitute for ''the instant joy
of group improvisation. Every
performance is a new experience."
Tickets are now on sale at the
university box office for $3.25,
$2.85 and $2.50.

Radio Station to Begin
Airing Of CBS News
BEGINNING next week WLFM, 91.1 me., will
b roadcast CBS national and international daily news
reports, according- to new station manager Jim Kauffman. In an arrangement with
r adio station WBAY, the college
station will present Lowell Thomas with news at 6:45 p.m. and
Phil Rizzuto with sports at 6: 55
p.m. CBS's news commentary
program "World Tonight" will go
on the air for WLFM listeners at
9 p.m.
The inclusion of CBS news reports in WLFM's daily schedule
" should enhance the value of
WLFM both as a regional FM station covering a radius of 60-100
miles and as an outlet for campus communication," notes Kauffman.
WLFM will continue to expand
its programing next fall. Kauffman plans to tap the talents of
students and faculty members as
well as the resources of the community in an effort "to offer a
complete radio station of high
quality."
THE WLFM staff has openings
for three producers of program
series for next year. ' Kauffman
specifies that the producers should
have ''organizational ability and
and an intelledual interest to
work closely with faculty and visiting lecturers."
One of these series will investigate the history and heritage of
communities surrounding Lawrence. In preparation for the pro-

grams off-campus comm.unity historians will be consulted.
Another series, called Faculty
Forum, will present debates between guest faculty members, who
will discuss issues relevant to the
campus and the comm.unity. Listeners will be able to participate
in the discussions by phone.
A third series will ~oadcast
faculty recitals live from the Conservatory.
Producers / will be responsible
for program content and for engagement of guests and announcers. They will direct the program while it is on the air and
may serve as moderators or announcers.
POSITIONS for music director,
special events producer and assistant program director are also
open.
Ability and interest will be considered before experience in filling these posts, says Kauffman.
The WLFM staff also needs special program directors to write
and present weekly hour-and-a-half
programs.
All petitions for positions on the
radio staffi are due to Kauffman
by Friday, May 21, at Trever hall.
Petitions may be obtained at the
WLFM station in the MusicDrama center.

THREE MEMBERS of the " Beggar's Orera" cast- Su e Glaser as a whore, Marti
Virtue as Lucy Lockit, and Gordie Lutz a s the Soldier-as they app ear in full
cos.tu me. The John Gay work will conclud e its presentation tonight and tomorrow night in Stansbury theatre at 8 :15 p.m.

Dean Rowe Leaves to Take
Presidency of New College
DR. CHANDLER W. ROWE, dean of acad e mic affairs has been named first
presjdent of the newly created Hawaii Lo a college, located on the island of
Oahu. Dr. Joseph J. Bevilacqua, chairman of the Hawaiian Loa board of trustees
made the announcement at a pres s
conference last Monday, May 10,
at the Hilton Hawaiian Village.
Rowe was in Honolulu for the announcement.
ROWE has been on the Lawrence faculty since 1946, and now
holds the Henry M. Wriston professorship in anthropology. He
has been dean since 1961, and earlier was dean of upperclassmen.
He received his bachelor's degree
from Beloit college and his master's and doctorate from the University of Chicago.
His held work in archaeology
includes Beloit's Logan museum
expedition to New Mexico, a U.S.
National museum (Washington,
D.C.) expedition to Virginia, a
position as staff archaeologist for
the University of Tennessee and
a number of summers as director
of the Wisconsin Archaeological
survey work at Diamond Bluff and
Aztalan.

For his field work and publications about Aztalan, a prehistoric
Indian village near Lake Mills,
Wis., ·h e was · given the Increase
A. Lapham Research medal by
the Wisconsin Archaeological society.
ROWE studied Pacific cultures
on two research leaves from Lawrence. In 1957-58 he spent a year
as research associate of the
Bishop museum in Honolulu, on a
National Science foundation grant.
Early in 1963 be spent six
.months studying cultural change
in Japan on a Carnegie corporation Asian studies grant, which
included a session at the EastWest center, located on the University of Hawaii campus.
Rowe has been president of the
Central States Anthropological society and is now serving one of
several terms as president of the
Wisconsin Archaeological survey.
His doctoral thesis on effigy
mound culture of Wisconsin was
.published as a bulletin of the Milwaukee Public museum.
COMMENTING on the new col-

'
lege , Rowe said, it is an instituwill open its first class in the fall
t ion sponsored by four Christian of 1967. A four-year liberal arts
church~s and brought fro~ dr~am college, ,it has been founded jointto reality by a group of rnspired ly by the Methodist, Presbyter ian,
and dedicated men , the board of United Church of Christ and E,pistrustees, promises to be one of copal churches. It marks the first
the most exciting developments in time in U.S. educational history
modern education.
that four Protestant denomina"It is refreshing," he continued, · tions have banded together to form
"to see a new liberal arts college an institution of higher learning.
developing in a time when there
The college will be interdenomare those who announce that lib- inational, co-educational, and it
eral arts, as a concept, is dying.
will have residence quarters for
This new institution, thanks to the
1500 students. While emphasizing
the need for traditionaJ liberal
arts training, the college will also
place strong emphasis on nonWestern studies. In the words of
Bevilacqua, "Hawaii Loa will endeavor to teach the meaning
rather than the matter of education."
Students will be drawn from
Hawaii, the entire Pacific basin
area and the mainland. Many applications from stud€nts and prospective faculty members are already coming in.
THE campus site is located on
Windward Oahu, nestled in the
foothills of the Koolau mountain
range, facing Hawaii's historic
Nuuanu Pali Cliffs. The site was
donated by Harold K. L. Castle,
president of Kaneohe Ranch co.,
one of Hawaii's largest land owners.
The 100 plus acres given to the
college is the largest private land
donation for educational purposes
in Hawaii. The land vaiue is estimated at $5 .5 million.
CHANDLER WILLJ.Ai'1 ROWE

courage and vision of its founders, sponsors and board of trustees, will produce informed leaders of the Stat.e of Hawaii and
other states as well, and will be
a witness to the Christian faith.
Rowe stated that he counts it
"a high privilege to be chosen
Hawaii Loa' s first president."
HAWAII Loa, chartered in 1963,

East House To Host
Annual Open House
East house will hold its open
house, "Back in Our Own Backyard" from 8-10 p.m., Friday,
May 21.
At this time Byron Nordstrom
and Bill Spofford will entertain
witil guitar playing and song.

Maesch Will Give Recital
To Dedicate Rebuilt Organ

AFROTC Presents Awards
To Six 0 ,utstanding Cadets.

LA V AHN MAESCH, director of the ConsR-rvatory
of Music, will play a dedicator? recital on the university '~ rebuilt $100,00 0 Samuel Pl antz Memorial Organ

COL. WILLIAM S. HARRELL, commander of the
Chicago Air Defens.e sector of Truax field, Madison.:
addressed La w'rence AFROTC cadets, officers and

at 4 p.m. this Sunday, May 16, in
Memorial chapel. The four-manearliest predecessor. Its six divisions-the Great, Swell, Choir,
ual, 63-rank instrument, built by
the Schantz Organ Co., Orrville, 1Positiv and Pedal organs, and a
"floating" Bombarde - are dis0., is named for the eighth president of Lawrence who died in ofplayed across the 42 foot chapel
fice in 1924. It replaces an organ
stage beginning about eight feet
above the stage floor and extenddedicated as a Plantz memorial
in 1934.
ing upward for 22 feet.
MUSIC on Sunday's program is
Maesch, who is responsible for
"Prelude and Trurnpetings" by the general design of the instruMyron Roberts; "Chaconne in F
ment, and John Schantz, the tominor" by Pachelbel ; "Toccata nal designer, have utilized the auand Fugue in D minor" by J . S.
ditorium .itself as . a .sounding
Bach ; "Suite for a Musical Clock" . board for the organ.
by Handel; "Chant heroique,"
The chapel's proscenium arch
"Chant de Pai'x" and "Dialogue
was removed to permit free egress
sur les mixtures" by Langlais;
of the organ tone into the hall.
" Les Bergers" by Messiaen;
· Wind pressure - measured sci"Song for the Bells" by Daniel
Pinkham; "CarUlon" and "Toc- entifically by inches of water displacement in an S-shaped tubecata" by Sowerby:
is low, from three-and-a-half to
A program feature will be use
six inches, and the instrument's
of the instrument's electronic
resulting tone is closely related to
English and French bells and
the European concept of organ
carillon. Grouped under the gensound. The stop list was designed
eral heading "carillon," the bells
to permit performance of organ
are playable at the organ conliterature of all historic periods.
sole, and can be heard in the
chapel and amplified out of doors.
Dedication of the instrument
Because of the quality and
brings to a close the remodeling
memorial significance of the old
project hegun at the chapel last
organ, six of its sets of pipesspring. The work included refurtwo string voices, two flutes and bishing of the auditorium, conan oboe-have been retained in
struction of five music-teaching
construction of the latest instrustudios and an artists' room bement.
neath the stage area, and installation of air conditioning, lighting
THE present organ has 3651
pipes, compared to 1660 for its and sound equipment.

guests at the fifth annual DiningIn held last night at the Conway
hotel. After the formal banquet,
awards were presented to six outstanding cadets and new members of Angel Flight were announced.
Bob Leadbitter received double
honors. As the outstanding senior
officer, he was awarded the Cadet
cup. He was also chosen distinguished ROTC cadet, an honor
based on "exceptional ability, initiative and leadership" reser"ed
for 15 per cent of the cadets.
This distinction entitles him to
apply for an appointment as an officer in the regular Air Force on
the same standing as a graduate
of a military academy.
OUTSTANDING sophomore cadet is Chuck Porter; outstanding
freshman is Greg Maloney. The
entire corps voted on these
honors.
New members of the honorary
Arnold Air society are Gunther
Hoos, active, and Porter, pledge.
Leadbitter, Jim Lynum, and
Tom Brady were awarded wings
as pilots.
THE cadet corps elected Kathy
Wilson honor commander of Angel
Flight. New members :include
Ann Downing, Lesley Opel, Helen
Stephens, Kris Strom and Marcia
Zahn. Remaining members are
Char Nelson, Fawn Pechman and
Kathy Wilson.

I

Graduation GIFT Item ...
"PERSONALIZED"

TOI LET TISSU'E
You Name It

Fast Service

. . We'll Print It!

MAY QUEEN JANE TIBBETTS

May Day Program
Honors New Queen
Jane Tibbetts was crowned May
queen at the annual May Day
festivities held last Sunday, May
9, in Memorial chapel.
Mary Lawless was chosen maid
of honor, while other members of
the court were Margo Taggart,
Karen Kress, Phoebe Rhodes, Sue
Skaggs and Penelope Yager.
Barbara Isley, last year's May
queen, crowned the new queen,
while Elizabeth Cronmiller assisted as flower girl and. 'Daniel Povolny as page.
Women's counselors and mem~
hers of the administration were
also honored during the ceremony.
Members of Kappa Delta sorority, winners of the annual Folk
dance festival . performed their
dance, and the Lawrence university choir singers sang in honor
of the queen and her court.

..... o nly $1.00

(Attractively Gift Wrapped package with space for
two lines of personalized printing-maximum 25
letters per line.)
All New

Party & Gift Shop
422 W. College Ave.

Tel. RE 3-7912

Sensational Summer Storage

FREE

BOX

Pi Phis To Socialize.
.A t Ice Cream Party
The Pi Phis will be manning
the ice cream scoops tonight at
their ice cream social in the Terrace room of the Union, beginning at 7:30 and ending at 11 p.m.
Forty cents will buy ice cream,
homemade cake and coffee or
milk. Seconds can be obtained at
the bargain price of thirty cents.

Cellist To Perform
With CitySymphony
Margery Homfeld will be cello
soloist with the Manitowoc Civic
symphony in a performance of
the Saint-Saens "Concerto in A
minor" at 8 p.m. on Sunday, May
23 at Lincoln high school auditorium, Manitowoc.
Miss Homfeld is from the studio of Frances Clarke Rehl, lecutrer in music. She has played
with the Mani.towoc orchestra under conductor Karl Miller for the
past two seasons.
Her most recent appearance at
Lawrence has com·e this week
with the pit orchestra for a Lawrence University theatre production of John Gay's "The Beggar's
Opera."

Have a

SPRING FLl·NG
at the

The Wursthaus

STORAGE
For Your Entire Wardrobe

MOTH SAFE
Save the bother of loading and transport..
ing your winter garments home
WE'LL STORE EVERYTHING
'TILL FALL - YOU PAY
NOTHING BUT USUAL
CLEANING CHARGES
For Further Deta'ils Call
RE 3-6678

PEERLESS - UNEEDA

Angel Flight girls are "the feminine
representatives of our
corps," commander-in-chief Tim
Noble explained. They are present at all ceremonies acting as
hostesses, serving drinks, and assisting in award presentations.
They are chosen for their
"poise, grace, dignity, spirit,
charm and beauty.''
Lt. Col. Carroll M. Newstrom,.
who is leaving Law r e n c e
AFROTC, received a scroll signec·
by all the corps commanders of
his ten-year stay.
Harrell attended the University
of Alabama, Ohio State university, and more than a half-dozen
service schools including the Air
Command and Staff college and
the Air War college, both at Maxwell Air Force base, Ala.
On continuous military duty
since 1941 , Harrell has been assigned to va1~ious United States
bases, and has served overseas in
England, the China-Burma-India
theare, the Philippine islands and
Okinawa.
HE IS a command pilot with
over 4350 air hours, and in 1943
and '44 flew 158 combat missions,
458 <::ombat hours, and 118 squadron leads in the China-BurmaIndia theater.

WLFM
Program Notes
91.1 megacycles FM

DAILY

Guard Session
5:00 National Education Radio
Network
5:30 Dinner Musicale
6: 50 Lawrence University News
and Sports
7 :00 Concert Hall
9: 00 Special Show
4 : 45

NEXT WEEK'S HIGHLIGHTS
May 15-May 21

The Romantic Symphony--No. 14
by Bruckner: 7 p.m. Friday.
Call It Sleep-A look at ,t he book
by Henry Roth: 5 p.m. Thursday
No. 7: 7 p.m. Sunday
Gateway to Ideas-The Job of
the Presidency with Quincy Howe:
5 p.m. Wednesday
Orpheus Legend-in poetry and
music of Keats, Shelley, Liszt,
and Wordsworth: 5 p.m. Sunday
Verdi and Wagner - Rigoletto
and Die Meistersinger: 1: 45 p.m.
Sunday
Lawrence University PresentsPerformances by students and
faculty of the Lawrence Conservatory : 4:45 p.m. Friday
Power-Dan LeMahieu presents
the music and literature of "power": 9 pm. Friday

MAGAZINES and
TOBACCOS

For a COOL Summer ...
Oxford voile short sleeve shirts by Enro
Styled with button-down collar, locker loop
and back pleat. About as traditional as you
can get

~t,~J\id"
:HArt.g~~.

Jerry's Pipe Shop

AVIS
REIT-A-CAR
WEEKEND SPECIAL
Friday Noon Until
Monday, 9 a.m.

$4.00

A Day -Plus 10c a Mile

LAUNDERERS and DRY CLE A'NERS

105 East Franklin Street

307 EAST COLLEGE A VENUE
lh Block off Campus

APPLETON

For Reservations Call

at FERRONS, 417 W. College

RE 9'-2346

~.
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Senate Discusses Problems
Of This Year's 'Contributor'
By DAVID R. BEAM
AN ANNOUNCEMENT that dating privileges in men's dorms and fraternity

houses would remain unchanged this year and a motion advocating the elimination of the Contributor highlighted the Monday night's Student Senate meeting.
A proposal from Student-Faculty
committee had recommended that
women be permitted in fraternity
houses and the lounges of men's
dormitories until 1:00 on Friday
and Saturday nights and that visiting privileges in fraternity
house living rooms be made more
liberal.
Passed b:Y the Student Senate,
the motion had been turned down
by the Committee on Adntinistratfa.n. Kenneth R. Venderbush,
dean of men, explained that the
proposal
had
failed
because
"there was something in it for
everyone, but at the same time
something in it that offended
everyone" sitting on the committee.

Bill Scott introduced a motion
asking that the Contributor "be
terminated as a separate entity,
and its functions be taken over by
the Lawrentian or Ariel. "
THE motion, after lengthy debate, was defeated by a wide
margin. Spoke.;men f9r each of
the involved publications as well
as many representatives expressed their point of view.
No issue of the Contributor has
yet been published this year. One
short volume, said by the staff to
be of relatively poor quality in
comparison with previous issues,
is planned.

Scott indicated that he felt the
Contributor had suffered from a
lack of quality manuscripts in
past years, and noted that the
costs involved in subsidizing the
m a g a z i n e were consid€rable.
Needless expense, he said, could
be eliminated by incorporation
with one of the other publications.
SPEA..JUNG on behalf of the
Ariel , Al Stern questioned whether additional pages in that book
would cost less than the present
magazine format.
At the same time, he said it
was his personal view that "plac~
ing 25 or 30 pages of literature in
the Ariel would change the natw-e
of the book," and perhaps restrict
future editors as to flexibility and

Six Will Perform
Unique Voice Play
"Under Milk Wood," a play for
voices by the late Welsh poet Uylan T'nornas, will be read by a
Lawrence university cast of six ,
directed by Jim Lannon at 7:30
p.m. next Tuesday, May 18, in
Stansbury theatre.
Qther members of the cast are
Gordon Lutz, Tony Dodge, Jeff
Jones, M. C. Vander Wal and
Kathy Lipp.
Production assistants are Margo Taggart and Jean Lampert,
both seniors ; faculty advisor is .
Joseph P. Hopfensperger, assistant professor and acting chairman of the department of theatre
the drama
"Under Milk Wood," first read
by the poet himself in New York
in May, 1953, was finished only
a month ,before his death.
U concerns Liareggub, a small
imaginary town in Wales , described by Thomas as '' a bac}cwater of life."

Phi Garns Will Hold
Annual Island Party
The Phi Gamma Delta ''Fiji Island" party will take place tomorrow night at Stroebe's Island. The closed party begins at
5 p.m.
Those attending are expected to
wear the Fiji Island costumes. At
9 pm. buses will leave the quad
for the open party, where dress
will be casual, including shorts.

·
style. Emphasis in the Ariel, he
said, has always been on photography, not writing.

Nick Burrage said his opinion
was that Lawrence should have
"an independent literary magazine. " Members of the present
Contributor staff concurred in this
view , explaining that a permanent , bound volume would attract
more writers than supplementary
pages in either of the other publications.
LAWRENTIAN editor Gibson
Henry in d ica ted that a literary
supplement with high-quality press
work could easily he handled by
his organization. After further
debate, an amendment was intro<iueed striking the word " Ariel"
from the original motion , Jeaving
the Lawrentian.
Mark Saltzman indicated that
the executive council had already
discussed the problem, and felt
that the Contributor should be
given another chance as an independent publication.
His recommendation was that
the executive council be appointed ,3s a board of control to over-

see the magazine, guaranteeing
pubHcation and supervising deadlines but leaving editorial decisions to the magazine's own staff.
TJilS proposal won the approval
of most representaUves; the origin.al motion was defeated, and
another establishing such a board
of control passed .
Ot}.ier business included the annowicement of budget planning
sessions to be held th~ past week.

All groups receiving Student Senate funds were to meet with Saltzman and treasurer Al Stern. "As
usual," Saltzman noted, "we have
more requests than we have
money."

Special Projects committee
chairman Bob Malueg announced
that the Supremes were first
choice for the fall pop music concert. Second and third selections
were Ian and Sylvia and Josh
White. The concert is tentatively
scheduled for the Thursday before
homecoming.

Officials to Talk
In Local 'Groups
Four major speaking engagements will be filled by President
Curtis W. Tarr of Lawrence University in the next three weeks,
while Dr. Marshall Hulbert, vicepresident, spoke before the College endowment association in
Milwaukee on Wednesday.
On Monday, Tarr was the main
speaker at a symposium held to
dedicate the University of Sackatchewan's new campus at Regina. Subject of the symposium
was "The University and the
Community."
Tarr will also deliver the honors day address at Ripon college
on May 20, will give the commencement speech at Lakeland college on May 30, and will speak before the annual meeting of the
Valley council of the Boy Scouts
of America in Appleton on June 1.

SPRING TERM EXAM SCHEDULE
Revised April 26, 1965

Mon., June 7, 8:~ a.m . . .... Classes meeting at 9:20 M W
(except Music 20)
Mon., June 7, 1:30 p.m .. .. .. .. Classes meeting at 8:00 T T
Tues., June 8, 8:3@ a.m . .. ..... Classes meeting at 1:10 M W
Tues,, June 8, 1:30 p.m .. . . . ... Classes meeting at 9:20 T T
Wed., June 9, 8:30 a.m .. . ..... Classes meeting at 10:40 M W
Wed., June 9 1:00 p.m. .. .... . Classes meeting at 2:30 M W
·a nd Music 20
Thurs., June 10, 8:30 a.m.... Classes meeting at 8:00 M W

F
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F
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ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR of art and silversmith E.
Dane Purdo stands behind some of his works at the
recent faculty art show . Purdo is one of few American
craftsmen who owns a hallmark in the Guildhall of
England an honor he achieved ,vhile studying on a Fulbright scholarship at the Royal College of Art, London.

225 E. Col lege Avenue - Phc•ne 4-2131

Hear ...

PROGRAMX
Jim Choudoir
MONDAY thru F~ t'.'.".;AY
9;30-10:30 p.m.

on VVHBY -

1230 on Every Dial

Classes not included in this time schedule may determine
their own time of examination and report the decision to the
registrar by May 1; any that have not been reported by that time
will have a time assigned. The assigned time will be given in
the first publishing of the schedule to appear after May 1.

.ASUMMER OPPORTUNITY

When the weather is
too Hot for· Tennis,

] . Earn more than $100 every week.

Take your bike and

2. \Vin a $1000 scholarship
3. Enjoy a profitable exciting, fun-filled
s ummer

come to

FRANK and PAT'S PIZZA
PALACE
815 West College Ave.

5. l\J eet and talk to teachers, bankers,
lawyers and other professional
people

RE 4-9131

FREE DORM DELIVERY on Two or More Pizzas
Until 1:00 a.m.

4. Develop your personality and selfconfidence

For an Appointment, call MR. TRUDE

435-9509 from 9 to 1

May 14, 1965

Frosh Will Hold
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\Vaupaca Picnic
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The OUTAGAMIE COUNTY BANK · t
"Appletcn's Most Convenient Bank"
M E M B E R

F. D. I. C.
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DATING TONIGHT?
Try ...

P.A.TIO
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Group Chooses
35 ;Counselors

l,1111111111111u1111111:11111111~:1:1::,::~::~~~1:~!~1111111111111111nr111111111
Monday a nd Friday 9 to 9-Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Saturday 9 to 5 :30

You're right...it's

mt/es~a

The freshman class picnic tomorrow heralds the annual removal of the freshman class to Waupaca Chain O' Lakes. Buses will
leave from the Chapel at 12 : 15 p.
m.; returning buses depart from
Waupaca at 3:30, 5:30, and 9 p.
in., arriving on campus at 4:30,
6:30 and 10:00 p.m. respectively .
Participants will be provided
with box lunches, beer and soft
drinks at Waupaca. Faciliites
available for use include canoes,
rowboats, and a casino offering a
band and large dance hall.
The more adventurous are urged to make the perilous kayak
run down the Crystal river. The
charge for the four-hour boat trip
is $2.50.

!

From 108 applications , Kenneth
R. Venderbush, dean of men and
a selection group chose 35 freshman men's counselors and 11 alternates for next year. The head
counselor is Bob Pepper, assistants are Del Karlan <Brokaw\
and Hugh Nellans (Plantz).
The men ehosen are Tony Beadell, Bill Benowicz, Bob Bletzinger ,
Dick Culbertson, Bob Dahlberg, C.
J. Eckert, Steve Engelbert, John
Firmin, Dave Glidden , Dave Gregerson, Criss Hartzell.
Others are John Howe, Dick
Johnson, Vance Kasten, Mike
Katz, Jim 'Kauffman, Joe Leigh,
Dick Lim, Jay Mancini, Dave
Mielke, Court Newman, Chuck
Porter .
'Dave Stamps, Steve Staryk,
Dick Stujenske, Bob Suettinger,
Jim Thompson, Art Van Dusen,
Guy Vitale, John Whipple, Greg
Wille, and Winsor Whiton conclude the list.
Alternate counselors are Phil
Berghausen, Geoff Berresford,
Kurt Euller, Bob Gilbert, Andy
Gilboy, Doug Opel, Tim Parker,
John Roberts, J,ohn Schade, Larry
Wells and John Williams.

H~STANT THEATRE

'Dirt'
( A Morality Play)

By DAWSON B. PECK

Peter: A digger who likes his
John: I'm lonely.
work
Pe ter: Love dirt.
John: A digger who hates his
John: (trying to ignore him)
work
Isn 't this deep enough?
(Both men are digging)
Peter: <singing ) " I gave myself
Peter: If men only knew how
a locket . I filled its heart with
quiet and dignified dirt can be.
dirt ."
Oh, the splendor and color of dirt.
Jolm: Stop.
Peter: ( singing ) " I hung t he
John: My wife caught her head
miracle around my neck and felt
in the cbnveyor belt. My daughter's pregnant. My mother sold the Hand of Heaven."
John: (screaming ) Stop ! Stop!
herself to the landlord and my faMy hands are bleeding! BLOOD!
U1er jumped off the bridge.
Peter: (singing ) " I kissed the
Peter: Red dirt. Black dirt.
Hand of Heaven. I touched the
Brown dirt. Yellow dirt.
John: My hands are bleeding Face of Forever." (Golden wings ·
appear on Peter's back. He flies
and my nose is infected .
out of the hole and disappears in
Peter: My shovel scratches the
the sun.)
Back of the Earth and the Earth
Jolm: (aside ) This morning Petbears me beautiful dir t.
er was elected "Most Likely to
Jolm: Even my hair is hot. The ·
Succeed."
way to a man's stomach is filled
with dirt to be dug . The earth
coughs slime in my face .
Peter: It smells new and innoTENNIS TOURNEY
cent
and damp. Dirt the NymphThe WRA - sponsored womLike Maiden. From dirt comes
en's doubles tennis tournament
life and the honor of La bor.
will be held tomorrow. SignJolm: I'm hungry.
up sheets are posted in dorms.
Shirley ·Barstow, Geraldine OtPeter: Eat dirt.
ani and two accompanists, and .a
group of twelve underclassmen
will present three recitals.
Pianist Shirley Barstow will
play at 8: 15 p.m., Monday, May
17, on Harper hall.
Her program consists of music
by Mozart, Ravel and Prokofieff.
Twelve underclassmen will perform the music of Schubert,
Faure, Lato, Dvorak, Michael
Head and William Latham at 2: 30
p.m., Friday, May 21, in Harper
hall.
~
If your present car is getting 13 miles per gallon and
The program includes Chris:
the overage motorist drives l 0,000 miles each year,
Grupe, French horn; Karen Hicks,
soprano; Suzanne Heileman, pithat's about $250.00 for gas.
ano; Joan Elkins, violin; Karen
Schleibler, soprano; Alice HaselThe DUCATI CADET gives 150 miles per gallon.
den, mezzo-soprano; Gary Tanouve, oboe; and Janet SchmalThot means the same miles . for $21 .00. Just think
feldt, trumpet.
of the saving too, on oil, (the CADET takes one quart
Piano accompanists wil1 be Miss
every 1200 miles) and grease jobs, car washes, tires
Haselden and Miss Schmalfeldt:
and biggest of all are repairs.
Kathy Link, John Hall, M~ Radloff and Michie Kobayashi.
Geraldine Otani will be feaRemember!! This is a new DUCAT!. They're built to
tured in a program of chamber
toke it
music for clarinet at 8: 15 p.m.
Monday, May 24, in Harper hall.
1

Students to Offer

Music Selections

Running along the
lakeshore, lounging at
the country club; you'll
love the easy care and
comfort of White Stag
cottons! Here's a slim
knee-length Surfer
Pant tailored in SunStretch cotton $7. And
a soft sleeveless
cotton knit pullover in
sunny pastel stripes $3
Popular sizes, best
colors'

Could You Use $$
NOTHING EASIER!!

It's worth looking into at ...

Flowers

JIFFY CYCLE SERVICE
320 Union Place
Open evenings from 7:00 to 10:00

Dial RE 4-2322
convenient parking in our multi-level ramp; direct
to store entries at 2nd, 3rd and 4th levels.

FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
by

CHARLES
the

FLORIST
Hotel Building
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Mayer's Mendicant Successful;
Shallat Performance Outstanding
By EDWARD DUSOWSKY
THERE IS A NEW type of audience participation game being played these days .
1t is called "This is Your Review." The rules are simple . A team of beguiling,
competent young ladies working for a local weekly newspaper attend the open_ing night of a play. As the final
curtain
falls
they
descend
upon ·a n unsuspecting spectator,
s creaming "This is Your Review." The spectator is interviewed about his opinions of the
performance which are published
as they were uttered. There are
the rules and here is this week's
review.

... * •

Female Reporter: This week's
review takes place at the opening night of John Gay's "The Beggar's Opera" presented by the
Lawrence University theatre, directed .by Dr. David Mayer III.
assistant professor of theatre and
drama.
Our reviewer for this evening's
performance, randomly selected
from the audience, is Mr. Edward
James , an undistinguished student
of psychology at Lawrence university. Mr. James , I noticed you
smiling. Did you enjoy "The Beggar's Opera"?
Mr. James: "Woman, I love
thy sex!'' Macheath said that, I
say that. The ,play was a pander' s
paradise. Those prostitutes---i)ardon, women of the town-I could
love them all.
Who would I choose? That dear,
well-played and -sung slut, Jenny
Diver (Suzy Glaser) or Betty
Doxy (Lee Dodds ), a limber lass
with a thirst for liquor and controlled taste in comedy? Perhaps
I would pick Dolly Trull (Kathy
Lipp) with her grotesque smile
and smooth style.
What about those three other
beautiful ladies? They all gave a
three-guinea, almost priceless,
performance. The tavern scene
where Macheath, the bandit, cavorts with the ladies was the best
scene in the play. It was wellpaced and properly bawdy.
Female Reporter: Since you
seem to be preoccupied with women, Mr. James , what did you think
of the female leads?

Deans Announce

Head Residents
Of lV(en's Dorms
The administration has announced changes in the head residencies of the three men's dormitories. Charles F. Fisher, present
head resident of Plantz hall, is
uneeritain of his plans; Rudolph
R Matas, head resident of Brokaw hall, will move to Plantz as
head resident there nex,t year.
Robert G. Wiltsey, head resident of Trever hall, will be replaced by Scott Pengelly, a recent graduate of Beloit college.
Pengelly will be a full-time
assistant to Kenneth R. Ven<ierbush, dean of men, and will work
particularly with upperclassmen' s
housing.
Pengelly also will concern himself with financial aid and will
stand in for Venderbush at functions Venderbush is unable to attend.
Bob · Pepper, a present student
at Lawrence, will complete -his
senior year and act as head
counselor of Brokaw hall.
He will occupy the head resi~
dent's apartment. He has four
academic credits ,to finish and
will be a half-time member of

the administrative staff.

Mr. James: Marti Virtue as
Lucy Lockit, past mistress of the
bandit Macheath, was spirited,
spiteful and every bit a woman
scorned in body and voice. Then
there's Polly Peachum, Macheath 's bride , played by Pat Anderson, a fair lass whose voice is
one of the best in the play, but
whose enunciation is lacking .
Rebecca Johnson
as Mrs.
Peachum, Polly 's mother, gave a
lusty-lunged performance rivaled
by M1ya Duesberg's brief appearance in act three as Mrs. Trarpes,
a bawd with a pretty ballad.
I would like to register a complaint at this point.
Female Reporter: Feel free ; it's
your review.
Mr. James: One of my major
complaints for the whole performance was the unintelligibility of
the lyrics of some songs. It wasn't
a problem -of volwne either; that
was taken care of by the use of
microphones. The problem generally occurred among the male
singers; the men had no problems
being heard or understood.
Female Reporter: Would you
care to comment about the men?
Mr. James: Jack Swanson as
Peachum. dealer in stolen articles,
gave it real gusto all across the
boards. I>ave Streit, completely
transformed into· the character of
Lockit , jailor at Newgate Prison,
gave one of his best performances.
.rt was a pleasure to watch beggar Gordon Lutz set the tempo of
the play while Bill McKenna as
Filch played an adequate pickpocket and impregnator of prostitutes.
The gang harmonized well to,gether, but failed to give the impression of being the inebriated
group of light-hearted louts they
were supposed to be.
The outstanding performance of
the evening was Phillip Shallat as
Macheath, the light~hearted highwayman. Well-voiced Shallat gave
an integrated performance supported by a comic sense of timing.
In one scene when embracing
Polly as she declares her love, he
gives the audience a few knowing, well-executed leers. Treading
a tightrope when a slip meant a
fall into buffoQbery, Macheath
maintained his poise.

Female Reporter: You've made
some very favorable . remarks
about the entire cast. Revi~wers
don't usually do that.
Mr. James: It was an exciting,
enthralling, enchantmg, entertaining eX'perience to see them creating the ribald spirit of 18th-century London. Besides some of
them are friends of mine and I

have to liv,e with them.
Female Reporter: What about
the play itself?
Mr. James: Director Mayor
made a commendable choice. The
use of direct address to the audience by the players was well
done; one wonders though if the
scene between the beggar and the
conductor at the beginning of the
overture could have been restaged where more of the movement
and dialogue could be seen and
heard . It also bothered me to see
this scene being played under the
harshness of the houselights.
The pit crew - pardon , orchestra - under .the direction of Chuck
Lord, did a fine job. The stage ,
depending on the scene, rende<l
to give the appearance of being
an overcrowded attic or a razed
barn rather than Peach's Lock,
the Tavem or Newgate prison .
The set was very functional, consisting of a series of fixed risers,
requiring no major scenery shifts.
It was disturbing when Miss Virtue during a between scenes solo
had to contend with the backstage
noises of the crew.

Female Reporter: Our time is
nearly over. Did you know the
play was a piece of social satire
that examines the English upper
classes in terms of their criminal
counterpart?
Mr. James: The beggar sums
it up himself when he says ''. . .
Through the whole piece you may
observe such a similitude of manners in high and low life that it is
difficult to determine whether <in
the fashionable vices) the fine
gentlemen imitate the gentlemen
of the road, or the gentlemen of
the road the fine gentlemen."
It's the mixture of the high and
low, the elegant phrase followed
by the coarse jest and ribaldry
and seriousness that makes "The
Beggar's Opera" a lively play in
the 20th century.
Bringing '' a humorous dose of
healthy heterosexuality" to Lawrence's theatre, Mayer has directed and produced a highly successful play.
Female Reporter: Thank you,
Mr. James. You have been selected from among five students
I've tried to interview on the .play
to receive for your participation in
"This is Your Review" a two-day
holiday in Madison.
LANTERN SPEECH

Lantern will sponsor a lecture by Jay Miller of the
American Friends Service committee on Viet Nam from 7-8
p.m. tonight in Riverview
Lounge.

Phis Spo.n sor Day of Fun
For Underprivileged Tots
By THOMAS H. EDSTROM
ON SATURDAY, April 24, the Phi Delta Theta
chapter at Lawrence treated some of the underprivileged children of Appleton to a day of fun and games
at Plamann park. The venture
was part of the annual nationwide Phi Delta Theta Community Service day. As one of the surviving members of the escapade,
I have been given the job of reporting the events leading up to,
and on , that fateful day.
THE job of picking out the boys
who were to go was shouldered
by the Appleton school system.
Saturday arrived with a personality all its own. The 38-degree
weather was accompanied by a
light drizzle, a sure indication of
what the rest of the day held. Getting· the Phi Delts out of bed at
8 a.m. proved to be no problem;
t~y had all conscientiously gone
to bed at 10 p.m. in preparation.
The buses arrived right on time.

After their hiding places were
discovered , the eager Phis climbed on, prepared to do battle. As a
precaution, we had limited the
number of invitations extended to
the children to insure that no Phi
Delt would have more than two
boys to watch.
IT PROVED to be a complete
mismatch; our chances would
have been better with a hurricane
on wheels. Even before we reached the park, several escapes had
·b een attempted , but the emergency door was too small to permit
a mass exit.

After arriving at the park, the
first order of business was touch
football. It's hard enough to touch
someone below the waist when
they are your height; when they
are waist high, it's practically impossible. With an ever-increasing
number of Phi Delts panting and
wheezing on the sidelines, the
game progressed in grand style.

My dear dtap, you
needn't gloat.A hangover

rt i6 the interest due

is merel_y a bittersweet
st.at.e intertt1it1gling the
agony oP pait1 with an
ecstasy oP imperviousne

pleasure. It is the
one it1stance where

on the dear loan

~

Mat1 surrers i11 veturt1 ror
somethit,g worthwhile~
Whereas ...

... ooos punishable act is
usually the inhalation ot'
50me malevoletit microbe
the prelude to a hangover
is knov.iirtgly ittduced c1t1d
most e11joyable. All in all,
it~ worth o
it!!
y
(/~-K--.~~'-\

Discounting
exhaustion,
were no casualties.

there

The presen<!e of a small fifthgrader chewing methodically on
my right leg signaled the need for
lunch. The planned menu was hot
dogs, potato chips, QOP, and ice
cream - to be shared equally
among everyone. However, the
plans of mice and Phi Delts oft
go astray. In fifteen m inutes, 250
hot dogs were consumed.
IN FACT, while I was in line for
my first helping, I casually asked
the boy below and in front of me
if he was looking forward to chow.
His reply was something to the
effect that Tommy only had had
five , but he wa:; on his sixth. I
don't remember what else he said
because my stomach had started
to digest my intestine.
other activities included a hike
for nature-lovers ( whose ranks
rapidly dwindled), a soft~all game
and other assorted types of mayhem. Although the Phi Delts were
visibly tiring, the kids actually
seemed to grow stronger as the
day progressed. When the time
came to go home they had to be
dragged away.

In a more serious vein , this
turned out to be one of the moot
worthwhile days the Phi Delfs
ever spent. Remember, these
were kids from broken homesfather less kids, who had known
only poverty. It was a switch
having someone spending a day
just trying to make them happy.
It isn't often that one can take
part in a project that shows such
immediate success. To use a trite
phrase correctly, it was heartwarming.

I kt10w...One should

t11excusable!

never destroy a
moralists belier that

any pleasure retums
double its me.asure
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from the Ediforial Board

The Contributor
The for:rner administrative staff of the Contributor
has do~e little to perpetuate the tradition of a literary
magazme on !he Lawrence campus,. The .page proofs of
!he forthcornmg ~ssue indicate hasty preparation and
m~dequate plannmg. The embarrassingly bad presentat10n c~~1. ~e traced to a lack of adequate leadership
respons1~1l1ty and experience on the part of the ers(
while editor of this publicaton.
~ motion to abolish the Contributor as a separate

:nti~y .a nd to have i~s function taken over by the Lawientian or by the _Ariel was ma~e in last Monday's Student Senate m~etmg. The motion was later amended to
exclude the A~1el from consideration as a vehicle of literary express10n.
At the same time it was felt that the incentive of

having one's literary efforts published in permanent
booklet ~orm instead of in a literary s upplement to the
Lawrentian was an added inducement for contributions
~nd woud encourage "art for art's. sake." The Senate
f e}t that the publication of a hard-bound booklet was
w,ithout the scope of the La wren ti an though in fact
:the Lawrentian is flexfule enough to p'roduce a supplemen~ of superior quality and at lower rates than mos,t
outside contractors could offer.
.President Mark Saltzman then exp,l ained the Senate
executive committee's proposal that the committee be
s et up as a "goad'' to the new Contributor board in
hopes of better results next year. After the chair's pron ouncement, discus~on was stifled. The amended motion was defeated. The executive committee's proposal
was approved.
The La,\rrentian values its own autonomy as a pubication and is anxious to preserve the antonomy of other publications on this campus whenever feasible: for
this reason we favor the direction of the Senate's action; yet we feel that this stop-gap measure is inadequate and certainly long overdue.
We would like to S€e the establishment of a permanent board of control made up of students, faculty
members aBd college administrators to oversee the selection of the major members of the Contributor staff.
This board would then serve a function sjmilar to that
of boards of control of other La '\'re nee publicatio11s,
It would. no.t s.erve as a goad, but as an influence to
prevent the necessity of a goad; hopefullly the board
w()uld remain editorially passive unlesr inactivity by
· the Contributor required intervention. Through careful selection of the staff, such intervention should never be necessary.
We hop.e that the Senate executive committee does
not interpret its role here as that of an editorially ac;tive body; but we hope further that the Student Senate will see fit to prevent problems like those of this1
year by setting up a permanent board of control.

(EDITOR•s NOTE: Because of
severely limited space in last
week's six-page paper, the following letters had to be withheld
from publication.)

To the Editor:
Before I depart from Lawrence,
I feel compelled to apply the whip
of criticism to the already rotten
carcass of "our" radio station:
WLFM. After being annoyed with
this pinnacle of prejudice for four
years-just by its mere aggravating existence - I feel I have a
certain justification for delivering
a few lashes upon it, which in reality only echo the feelings of
many other abused members of
the Lawrence community.
I CALL this radio station a pinnacle of prejudice because the
authoritarian dictators of " culture" (whatever that meaningless
term indicates, at least as the
layman so often throws it around)
manipulating it to suit their own
personal tastes ( and on a liberal
arts campus at that), have seen
fit to exclude rhythm and blues
music from their closed society of
sounds ever since I have been attending Lawrence.
This is not to make the incorrect statement that rhythm and
blues music has never been heard
over WLFM, though. Oh, no, there
have been a few minutes' worth.
Symbolically enough, my copy
of "He's a Rebel," by the Crystals, was the major contributor
here. The important thing to note,
is that the "guilty" disc jockey responsible for such a bold,
liberal and enlightening endeavor
immediately received a verbal
spanking at the hands of the upper echelon of the reactionary
clique dominating our - coughradio station. Persisting in his
evil ways this same disc jockey
was relieved of his position shortly thereafter.
:~

~'$

,'.(:

NOW, IF classical music happened to be the only music heard
over WLFM, I could see, although
I will still protest, the absolutist
nature of their reasoning. However, how can these high priests of

" culture" deny rhythm and blues
when they blithely allow jazz,
folk music, and other popular music to be aired.
Do they seriously intend to ten
us that rhythm and blues music
is less appealing to the ear than
some of that jazz, most of that
folk music, and all of that Patti
Page variety of popular music?
You see, it b«omes quite obvious
that this discrimination is arbitrary and farcical, although I, for
one, ceased to find humor in the
situation some time ago.
One paltry argument that is
habitually and monotonously used
in discussions such as this by the
defender of the bastion of bias,
about which we have been so disdainfully referring , is that if one
condescends to indulge in ,the music of AM radio, he surely has
one at his ready command.
THUS, "Why should FM clutter
itself with the same stuff?" (One
might innocently interject: "But
why the dearth of FM sets to
play anything? "
However, it never seems to enter the somewhat snobbish cere,.
brums of these vociferous objectors that rhythm and blues enthusiasts enjoy having their auditory nerves continuously satiated, as does anyone else, by their
particular sound, which happens
to be that of the big beat.
These same objectors apparently think they must be the kind of
people who enjoy commercials,
too, because "their music is so
commercial." What interesting,
and distorted , "reasoning."
~

* *

THE FACT that it is rhythm
and blues music, though, which is
popular enough to be the item
about which the commercials are
being placed in our society today,
completely fails to bring home
the other fact-more pertinent to
our discussion-that rhythm and
blues just happen to have a huge
listening audience.
The preservers of "culture" are
so intensely dedicated to cramming - or rather attempting to
cram, fortunately - their own
tastes u p o n anyone unfortu·

Union Social Group

To Sponsor Dance .

WLFM To Present

The Union Social committee is
sponsoring a Street dance from
9-12 p.m. on Saturday, May 22.
The dance will be held in the
Circle at the end of Union Street,
or, in case of rain, in the Viking
room of the Union. Everyone is
welcome.
Hulbert spoke out about the
Lawrence - Milwaukee Downer
merger and plans for the future
at the endowment association's
meeting.

Viet Nam Discussion
Via special lines direct from
Washington, WLFM, 91.1 me FM,
will broadcast a live critique on
"Present U.S. Policy in Viet
Nam. "
The panel includes McGeorge
Bundy. national security adviser
to the president; Arthur Schlesinger jr. of Harvard; and Hans
Morgenthau of the University of
Chicago.

FOLLOW THE CROWD to the "DARK ROOM"

DANCE
To the Big English Beat of the Colour-ful
FOUR JADES and the LUV BROTHERS

TONIGHT -

FRIDAY MAY 14th 9 :00 to 1 :00

•
BELLING
" The Pharmacy Nearest to Campus"
204 East College Avenue

To the Editor:
Gorp to Gort!
. . JAMES WORLD
Madison

To the Editor:
I believe my comrades who attended the Miss Appleton Pageant
last week and c1iticised the decision of the judges displayed a
complete lack of the sense of justice and objective judgement that
would be expected of such chitics .
The final choices of the judges
reflected an excellent understanding of aesthetic value substantiated with empirical evidence as displayed by the girls in
question.
No one did doubt that the Lawrence girls displayed good talent but the doubt did come in on
the question of beauty. Part of
the decision regarding talent also
depended on how long the contestant had studied what she wa s
presenting.
When it comes to college girls
competing with high school girls
on talent, no one doubts what the
probable result would be , but in
a beauty contest, talent does not
play a very substantial role even
though it is also important.
With such biased criticism by
our colleagues, we will have a
tough time getting a good jury
for our law courts. What do you
think is the prime objective in a
beauty contest as compared with
that in a talent contest?
(Name withheld)

TONIGHT

COUNTRYSIDE BAR
Hyw. 114, Towards Sherwood, By Lower Cliff

THERE'S NO DOUBT ABOUT IT!
Medicinals, Pharmaceuticals, Cosmetics ond
Prompt, Courteous Service

nate to tune into their clutches
that they lose sight of what things
called democracy and liberalism
are all about. They are certainly
not a~out absolutist dogmas of
any kind.
On another level, the possibility
that rhythm and blues music
might cause more student participation in WLFM , through bhe
utilization of personal collections,
would not appear to phase the
heretofore unchallenged dictatorial manipulators of the station.
AFTER four years of the same
routine , one gets the idea, you
realize , that they are not too con-cerned with this aspect of the
whole bit. They are content to
pipe out their own "culture" to
their relatively limited audience.
Personally, I am making no
positive plea here for WLFM to
liberalize itself, and to join the
twentieth century in the process.
With a dictatorship in control,
such pleas get one nowhere.
Only revolution is effective, and
-this is out of the question where
the vested interests concerned ap~
pear so firmly entrenched in their
stagnant pool of reactionary control.
I am prepared, in my old age,
to let WLFM wither away from
natw-al causes in due time. It deserves no less than this, and certainly no more than -this!
GRANT W. TAYLOR

"the store of friendly,
helpful service"

202 E. COLl,EGE AVE.
(Just 2 blocks from campus)

New Student Group
To Meet Tomorrow
The New Student Week committee has selected new members
for next year. Committee chairmen are Kris Sodergren and C. J.
&kert.
The students are Lynne Ansor,ge, Sid Ayabe, Diane Banthin,
Sue Carpenter, Sue Des Isles, Sally De Vaney, John Fallon, John
Hein, Dan Le Mahieu and Jay
Mancini.
Other members are Mary Ann
Michael, Jean Neutz, Mary Ann
Nord, Chuck Norseng, Sheila Pernot, Dave Stamps, Gwen Stanfield, Elizabeth Thranow, Tom
Toft and Dick Wittenburg. ·
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Bernsten Pitches Winner;
Tea01 Overco01es Oles 4-1
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AFTER DROPPING eig ht baseball games in a row
in clu d ing- two this p ast weekend , the Vikes stopped
· their skid by edging St. Olaf in the second game of
their doubleheader Saturday. Lawrence dropped a 7-2 verdict to
Ripon last Wednesday , and los t
the opener to St. Olaf 5-2, but
Steve Bernsten, pitching his best
game of the year, handcuffed the
Oles in winning 4-1.
BERNSTEN paced the Vikes
to victory by fanning 11, walking
only three, and allowing only three
hits. Although tlie Vikes were
limited to three hits themselves,
they bunched their hits in the
same inning to tally four times.
Jim Lynum led off with a single, was moved to second on Paul
Clark's single, and a double steal,
followed by a passed ball resulted
in the first run. Bernsten walked, Tim Knabe drove him in with
a single, and Mike O'Neil knocked in the third run.

St. Olaf changed .pitchers at this
time but the Vikes tallied once
more on Duane Mill's single.

Sailing Tearn
Gamers Fourth

In ·competition
The Lawrence sailing team tied
for fourth place in the Midwest
Regional Collegiate Sailing Championships held on May 8 and 9 in
Colrnnbus, Ohio.
Kent State finished first with
145 points followed by Wayne
State with 143, Ohio State with
127, and Wisconsin and Lawrence
with 106 each.
· Notre Dame with 91, Xavier
with 88, Ohio Wesleyan with 78
and Michigan State with 55 points
completed the standings.
The Lawrence team consisted of
skippers Jim Thompson and Murry Nelson with Karen Swan and
Dave Barnard as crews.
The nine schools competing
qualified for the Midwe~t championship by placing in the top
t hree ,places in their respective
ar ea eliminations two weeks ago.
The first and second place teams
in ,the championships. Kent State
a nd Wayne State, will represent
the Midwest area in the National Dingy Championships on June
19-21 in Detroit.
The regatta hosted by Ohio
State and Ohio Wesleyan at the
O'Shaughnessy re~er-voir consisted of nine races. Seven races
were completed on Saturday in
light shifty wind and the remaining two races were held Sunday
morning under similar conditions.
Both Thompson and Nelson did
a commendable job in spite of
unfamiliarity with the Penguin
boats and the very tricky wind
conditions.

~
~·-O'AMPUS
~
BARBER SHOP ~
for appointment

~

Dial RE 9-1805

~

231 East College Ave. ~.
Appleton , W_is .
~

FOR
the widest and (we think )
best choice in luggage, come
to Pah-low' s. We have over
500 models by famous luggage
makers at the price you can
afford . . . $5,95 to $170

Bruce Elliot ended the \likes big
fourth inning rally with a hot
grounder to third .
ST. OLAF ruined Bernsten's bid
for a shutout in the fifth inning,
with a single, an error, and a run
scoring on a single.
In the first game the Vikes
were again plagued by their inability to hit with any authority.
The Vikes were outhit by the Oles
9-3. The Oles scored two in the
first, two in the fifth, and their
final marker in the seventh.

The Vikes got their two runs
in the fifth as O'Neil drove in one
run with a double and Elliot got
credit for the second with a fielder 's choice. Chris lsely was the
loser, while Tom Brown got the
victory for St. Olaf, with a little
late inning help from Chuck
Groover.
TIIE game on May 5 at Ripon
was another case of no olutch hitting as the Vikes stranded nine
runners. Ripon got their seven
runs with single runs in the second , third, and fourdth and two
run bursts in the sixth and ninth .
The Vikes got their two runs in
the ninth. Elliot and Isely, each,
got credit for one R.B.l.

VIKING .TRACK STAR Bob Pepper clears 13' 6" in last Saturday's meet with St.
Norbert. Although this tops his old conference school record of 13' 4" it does1 not
count' b ec ause the meet was non-confere nee. Pepper will try a g ain in t omorrow's
confe re nce meet with Knox.

Varsity Track Loses Two;
Frosh Take Seven Firsts
THE LAWRENCE track team was in action twice
last week, losing dual meets to both Rip-0n and St. Norbert. The Ripon· meet was accompanied by a freshman
meet, in which the Vike frosh fell
to the Redmen by the same score
as the varsity contest, 67-64. The
Ripon meet was very close as
Lawrence actually placed more
men than did Ripon , but took one
less first-pla<'. e, which turned out
to account for the victory margin.
THERE were several fine performances as Lawrence took seven firsts . The most sur prising
event was the 880-yard run in
which Lawrence swept all three
places, Gannett winning it in
2 :05.5, Kaiser taking second , and
Stujenske getting third. The pole
vault was strong also as Lawrence
took first and second place.
An opportunity for a sweep was
missed when Bob Pepper, ,passing
his turn at all the lower heights,
failed to clear the bar when he
did ju.mp at 12'6". . Dave Crowell
won the event with a vault of
11'6" and Larry Wilson took second.

The distances were also strong
as Kim Dammers took firsts in
both the mi,le (4:41.6 ) and the twomile (10:29.9 ) with soph John
Howe taking second in both . The
only other Viking to cop two firsts
was Dick Schultz , who took the

100-yard dash in 10.1 and the
broad jump at 21'3". The other
first was taken by the mile-relay
team, turning in a time of 3:34.9.
THE freshmen also took seven
firsts in their meet. Four of them
were copped by Chuck McKee.
Spowing his versatility, McKee
won both the high and the , low
hurdles , the broad jump and the
high jump. He also had the distinction of bettering the winning
yarsity performance for each of
his victories.
Wayne D1·aeger took a first in
the mile run and a second in the
two-mile run_ Chuck Drdla was
the next high-point man for the
frosh, taking a second in the javelin throw and the 220-yard dash,
and a third in the 100-yard dash.

The most impressive thing about
the freshman meet was that in
four events, the winning performance was better than the varsity performance for that same
event.
The main varsity problems continue to .be the hurdles , the shot
put, and the discus. With the
conference meet approaching, it
appears that Lawrence will be
strong enough to place fairly well.

Back By Popular Demand
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NOW! Ends Tues., May 18th
FILMED IN GERMANY, SHOWN IN IT'S ENTIRETY
The Film Featured in

rrA Female
Tom Jones!"
- Louella Parsons

TANNY~
HILL>
Memoirs of a
Woman of Pleasure

presents

Warner Broth·ers"
D ir ect fr om th e \Vo rld 's F air

TUES. • WED. • THURS. • FRI.
May 18, 19, 20 and 21
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LUGGAGE - GIFTS

303 West College Ave.
On the Street of Quality

Adm . ?Sc Tuesday and Thursday; $1 .00 Wednesday
and Friday

AH Seats $1.10
inc . tax

Golfers Win Dual Matches,
Retain Undefeated Record
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T.~E VIKING golf team won all four of its dual matches last week to boost
its . season record to 7 wins and O lof-ses. Coac h Be.rnard E. Heselton's men end
their season with the conference meet which is being held today and tomorrow
in Galesberg, Illinois.
The Grinnell team is heavily
favored, but second place is wide
open. The Vikes should be battling Knox, Monmouth , Cornell,
and Carleton for the runner-up
position.
ON MAY 5 the Vikes soundly
whipped Oshkosh State, 131h to 4%
at the beautiful and difficult Lawsonia golf course in Green Lake.
Big .hitters Eric Schulenberg, Lar. ry Newman, and Tom Hedin scored 77, 77 and 78 respectlvely and
won their matches 21/2 to 1/2 , 3 to
0, and 3 to O.
Harley Holt and Bob Kadarauch,
who excel in their short games,
found Lawsonia's 6600 yards and
the poor condition of the greens,
which were ~are in many spots,
much to their disadvantage. Holt
finished with an 82, Kadarauch
an 84, and sixth man Mike Katz
an 86.
The Lawrence golfers then traveled down to M~ Vernon, Iowa ,
last Saturday to play highly regarded Cornell and upset-minded
Ripon. Most golfers visiting Hillcrest Country club, Cornell's
home course, just laugh.
THE TOTAL yardage is a ridiculously small 5256 yards. However, anyone can get into a lot of
trouble if he plays carelessly.
There !are out-of-bounds hazards on sixteen holes, and the
postage sta:rnp greens are hard
and fast, as Larry Newman discovered when he putted completely off the eighth green. The Cornell team had a decided adventage
in knowing how to lay pitch and
run shots up near the pin.
Lawrence had little trouble beating the Ripon outfit 11 % to 3%.
The Cornell match was the big
one, and it wasn't decided until
the last stroke.
FIRST man Tom Hedin fashioned a great round of 35-37-72
despite driving over the green on
the par four, 276 yard fifteenth
hole and going out of bounds. But
it was only good enough for a 11hl1h tie as Comell's Dowd scrambled to a 39-33-72.
Then Eric Schulenberg, who hit
the same shot out of bounds as
Hedi.n, came in 37-3S-75, also
tying his Cornell opponent 1Y:! to
1%. Third :man Larry Newman
also posted a 37-3S-75 to squeeze
out all three points and give Lawrence the lead. But Cornell came
right back as their McWetche
shot a 74 to win three points from
Lawrence's Bob Kadarauch, 38-44
-82.

The match stood at 6-6 as Harley Holt came to the eighteenth
hole needing two points to win. He
needed to tie his opponent on the
eighteenth hole to win the back
nine and win the match.
HOLT chipped near the pin and
calmly tapped in a one-footer for
an 8-7 Lawrence victory and a fine
round of 75.
On Tuesday Tom Hedin again
led the Vikings with a brilliant one
over par 71 over the Riverview

Country dub layout. His lightning quick swing easily won him
medalist honors and a 3-0 victory
over a tough opponent.
Lawrence handily beat St. Norbert by a score of 14 to 4 , but
Coach Heselton was mopping his
brow after the front nine. The
teams were tied up 3-3 and the
Vikes looked like they were fading fast in their attempt to end
the dual match season undefeated. Soon the St. Norbert linksmen were crushed by the Vikings'
superior skill as Lawrence won
all six matches on the second
nine.
Steady E ric Schulenberg came
back strong with a 38 after a 44
on the front to take one point
from his opponent. Larry Newman made up four strokes on the
last four holes to edge his oppon-

ent 76-77 and win 2 ~2 to ~'2.
BOB Kadarauch, playing number four , came back with two
over par 37 on the back side after
being beaten 40-39 on the front.
He posted a 2 to 1 win.
Filth man Mike Katz used his
crooked-shafted putter to advantage on the back nine as he posted a 43-39-82 which was good for
a 2Y2 to ~ victory. Playing the
sixth position, Gus Murphy overwhelmed his St. Norbert opponent
by twelve strokes and copped a .
3-0 win.

On May 5, the Lawrence fres hmen dropped an 8 to 4 decision to
the Ripon frosh at Lawsonia golf
club. Jon Schulenberg fired a
three over par 75 over the rugged
layout. Shaun Donnelly posted a
92. John Schade had a 91, and
Bob Boeing turned in a W .

..

Ripon Win, Oshkosh Defeat
Set 7-3 Mark for Net111en
IN THEI TENNIS conference wind-up Thursday,
May 6 the Vikes handed the defending conference
champfon Ripon Redmen a 7-2 defeat. Held here, the
meet saw the Vikes take four of
six singles matches and all three at Knox and Monmouth. Coach
Ron Roberts looks for Carleton to
doubles.
In a Saturdav afternoon en- be number one contender for concounter the Vikes~traveled to Osh- ference laurels but he expects the
kosh to meet the Oshkosh State Vikes to finish high in the standTitans. With the score tied 4-4 ings. Because of their fine perthe Titan doubles team of Bob formance against Ripon last SatWitt and Doug Melius managed urday, Lawrence should get a
to edge the Vike duo of Nick Vo- · break in the seedings, which will
gel and Warren Steele in the third help a lot in the final outcome of
set to take the meet 5-4. That the meet.
game just managed to beat the
weatherman; if it hadn't been
completed the meet would have
been a tie. With / the loss the
Vikes' season record dropped to

VARSITY weight-man Dale Coventry completes putting the shot in last Saturday's track meet against St.
Norbert. Coventry placed second in this event, but the
Vikings lost the nonconference contest.

Freshman Nine Beat

7-3.

Dave -Cooper closed out his varsity dual meet career by scoring
two easy wins to close the season
with a 9-1 mark. John Bertram
continued to have his troubles as
he dropped both matches. The doubles team of Cooper and Bertram,
finding difficulty in working together, split their two matches,
losing to Oshkosh while beating
Ripon. Tom Thomas dropped his
match to Ripon but won in two
sets against Oshkosh.
Bob Bletzinger turned in two
winning performances for the
week, as did Nick Vogel. But
Warren Steele split for the week,
beating Ripon in two sets, but
dropping a two-set victory to Osh·
kosh.
The No. 2 doublfs team of
Thomas and Bletzinger beat Ripon, but lost to the Oshkosh duo of
Rruph Kjoines and Bob Kraus
even though they beat them individually in the singles matches.
Vogel ·and Steele turned in a fine
two-set win over Ripon but fell to
the Oshkosh doubles team.
Tomorrow the Vikes take their
7-3 mark (6-2 in conference) into
the conference tourney to be held

''LETON STATE BANK

Ripon in l 0-7 Game

The freshman baseball team
avenged their loss of last Tuesday to Ripon by defeating them
on their home field Monday, 10-7.
The winning pitcher for Lawrence
was Chris Olsen, who took the
loss in rthe last game. Olsen went
the distance , giving up eight hits,
while striking out ten and walk·
ing five.
Olsen was also one of the leading hitters as he singled and homered in four at bats. Shortstop
Dick Smith also had two hits and
a walk, scoring ,two runs.
The game see-sawed as Lawrence took the lead in the first
on Gary Hietpas' two-run double.
Ripon came back with one in
the first on a triple and single.
Lawrence got three in the second, one in the third, one in the
fourth, one in the fifth, and two
in the sixth.
Ripon got two in the second and
temporarily tied it up with four
in the fourth but were held scoreless as Lawrence went on to wrap
up the game.
The frosh have one more game
scheduled for the year and it will
be next week at home.
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SPRING is HERE •.• and so is CONKEY'SI
SHORT SLEEVED SWEATSHIRTS, All colors, types
SPRING JACKETS
TOWELS for worshipers of the beach and sun
We now have new kodel SWEATSHIRTS, much lighter and no shrinkage

CONKEY'S BOOK STORE

